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Abstract

Configurable products, like vehicles, face the challenge of handling all possible variants which are needed to answer the various customer needs.

For these configurable products the support of all variants need to be addressed both by the design phase and the production phase. The product

design phase and the production phase are linked together via operations. These operations model how each part of the bill-of-material is

assembled to the final product. Operations also have inner relations among themselves, namely the precedence constraints, stating the order in

which different parts can be assembled. Considering only the precedence constraints a product can generally be assembled in various different

ways. It is through line balancing that the operations are assigned to different stations and/or assembly workers. The bill-of-material for each

configurable product might be different with each variant, which will result in different set of operations. However, due to the precedence rules

among the operations not all sets of operations might be possible to complete. The contribution in this paper is a automated method that can

determine if all possible product variants can be successfully assembled while still satisfying precedence constraints between operations. The

paper also includes an industrial example which further exemplifies the needed input for the method and the possible method outputs as a result

of introducing a new variant to the product platform.
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1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a dramatic increase in the

number of product variants. This product variety can be seen

across a wide range of products from simple products such as

a light bulb through to extremely complex products like trucks

and automobiles and airplanes. In some cases the number of

product variants in the truck industry is around 500 variant fam-

ilies which lead to 10100 different valid product configurations.

Some of the reasons behind this high increase in product vari-

ety include customers’ demand for new product functions and

features, different regional requirements, and large number of

market segments with different need specifications [? ]. A

product variant usually requires a number of manufacturing op-

erations to be assembled. These manufacturing operations can

include operations for machining, assembly, painting, finishing

and packaging. These manufacturing operations usually have

precedence constraint relationship which can be other manufac-

turing operations [? ]. Both in production management as well

as in the supporting information technology, a central concept

in product’s design and manufacturing is each product’s bill of

material (BOM). Over the whole product lifecycle, a product

will have more than one BOM describing its structure each from

a different view point [? ]. Some of the most important BOMs

include engineering BOM and manufacturing BOMs. The high

variety in products will cause the creation and updating of the

BOMs to be a time consuming and error prone job.

In this paper we propose, an automated method that can de-

termine if all possible product variants can be successfully as-

sembled while still satisfying precedence constraints between

operations. It will be shown how to model the product platform

in a way to capture all the inherent variability in the product

platform. Then this model can be used as a satisfiability prob-

lem. The goal of this model will be defined in a way which

means that an ”UNSAT” result of the analysis means all opera-

tion sequences are executable. While a ”SAT” result will give a

counter example of an operation sequence which can’t be exe-

cuted.

The paper is organised as follows. In section II the terms

used for describing problems with product variability and the

necessary operations modelling actions that are necessary to as-

semble the products are defined, while an introductory example

is used to illustrate the concepts. Section III explains the en-
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gineering documents which are mainly effected by variability

and the problems which are the result of variability in creat-

ing some of these documents. Section IV discusses the sys-

tem implementation in two steps. Firstly the modelling formu-

las which are needed to model the product platform are given.

Secondly the result of implementing the introductory example

in this method is examined. In Section IV contains the conclu-

sions.

2. Product and production system variability

For a product platform the different products may be realized

through various variants. These variants can be either hardware

or software variants. Variants which are similar due to their

functionality and/or nature are grouped together to form vari-
ant groups. Each set of chosen variants from different variant

groups is named a configuration. Configuration rules or con-
straints are specific rules for how configurations can be formed

that result in a product that can be ordered by a customer. Any

product instance which satisfies all the specified configuration

rules is named a valid product instance. The configuration for

each valid product generate the product’s bill-of-material.
Each variant will need one or more manufacturing opera-

tions to be assembled. Hence for each valid product instance

there will be a set of needed manufacturing operations for the

assembly of the product. Considering that each product in-

stance has a unique bill-of-material each product instance will

also have its own set of manufacturing/assembly operations.

However, not all sequences of operations are feasible, for ex-

ample due to geometrical constraints. But among those that are

feasible some are not desirable for other reasons, for example

due to the need for extensive fixturing or the risk of part dam-

age or because they result in sequences that causes fatigue or

discomfort for the operator. In [? ] a method is presented for

generating the desired precedence relations by considering the

relations between parts, the liaisons, and by letting an engineer

answers questions related to the desired sequences between op-

erations realizing the assembly. In [? ] it is shown that the set of

feasible and desired assembly sequences are not compactly rep-

resented by precedence diagrams, instead an AND/OR graph

are proposed to implicitly define all possible and desired as-

sembly sequences. The AND/OR assembly graph can be rep-

resented using the general precedence constraints between op-

erations that are introduced in [? ]. In this work we will follow

the operation concept as defined in [? ] but extend the approach

to allow the analysis all precedence constraints for a set of pos-

sible product instances implicitly defined by product platform

modelled as a feature diagram.

We will use an example to illustrate how to model the prod-

uct variability and the corresponding operations. An example of

product platform for trucks is introduced to illustrate the prob-

lem and the approach. The product platform consists of variant

groups and variants and constraints relating these. These vari-

ant groups include both hardware and software groups. The

hardware variant groups include cab, frame, and accessories
with their relevant variants. While there is also a software vari-

ant group which includes software variants for handling the

Load indicator and the AI clock. Table ?? shows the truck prod-

uct platform where the corresponding feature diagram are rep-

resented using a table. Each variant group has a specific charac-

Table 1. Feature model expressed using a table of the truck product platform.

VG denote a variant group, while V denote variants within a variant group.

Truck Platform

ID: Name: Group Cardinality:

VG1 Frame

V1 Frame rigid Choose exactly one

V2 Frame tractor Choose exactly one

ID: Name: Group Cardinality:

VG2 Cab

V3 Cab VI Choose exactly one

V4 Cab V2

ID: Name: Group Cardinality:

VG3 Accessories

V5 Lower light bar

V6 Head lamp protector Choose at least one

V7 Wind deflector

ID: Name: Group Cardinality:

VG4 Software

V8 Load indicator Choose exactly one

V9 AI clock

teristic named ”Group Cardinality” which shows the number of

variants that should be chosen from that specific variant group

for each valid truck. For example the Cab variant group has the

group cardinality of ”choose exactly one”, which means that

for a valid truck one of the variants Cab V1 or Cab V2 should

be picked. On the other hand, the variant group accessories has

the group cardinality of choose at least one, meaning at least

one variant from this variant group should be picked for each

valid truck. Each combination of these variants from the dif-

ferent variant groups is one configuration, some of which will

result in a valid truck instance. As an example consider the two

possible configurations:

Configuration 1 :{V1,V3,V4,V5,V8}
Configuration 2 :{V1,V4,V5,V8}

Configuration 1 is NOT a valid configuration according to

the constraints in Table ?? as it has chosen both V3 and V4 while

the group cardinality of variant group cab states that only one

of the variants of this group should be present in any valid truck.

But configuration 2 is a valid configuration as it satisfies all the

stated configuration rules.

Table ?? shows some manufacturing oriented configuration

rules which should be satisfied by each valid truck. As it can be

seen each configuration rule is using at least one of the previ-

ously defined variant groups or variants. For example C1 con-

figuration rule states that each truck should have either the com-

bination of lower light bar (V5) and load indicator (V8) or head
lamp protector (V6) and AI clock (V9). Each configuration rule

is a kind of a restriction which each valid truck should satisfy.

If a configuration of a truck does not satisfy all of the defined

constraints that configuration will not result in a valid truck.

Previously it was mentioned that Configuration 2 is a valid

configuration according to the group cardinality constraints

mentioned in table ??. But if you consider the constraints in

table ??, then Configuration 2 is no longer a valid configuration

as it contradicts C2. This is because C2 specifically states that
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Table 2. Additional Constraints in the feature model of the product platform.

Note that R1 and R2 relate variants in different variant groups to each other.

ID Constraint

C1 (V5 AND V8) OR (V6 AND V9)

C2 (V4 AND V7) OR (V3 AND NOT V7)

if V4 is picked then V7 should also be picked, but this is not the

case in Configuration 2 as V4 is picked and V7 is not picked. So

now lets look at a new configuration.

Configuration 3 :{V1,V4,V5,V7,V8}

Configuration 3 does fulfil all the constraints mentioned in

table ?? and ??, so up to this point Configuration 3 is a VALID

configuration.

We also need a model to describe the operations that will

be used for a specific truck configuration. In this example we

assume that each variant will have a corresponding operation,

thus for each Vi there will be an operation Oi. Operation Oi

will only be used if variant Vi is selected in the configuration.

In [? ] a three state model of an operation is used, three states

are the initial (Oi), executing (Oe), and finished (Of ). Transi-

tion conditions are then used to restrict when the operation can

transfer from the initial state to the executing state, and from

the executing to the final state. In this work we will extend the

model with a new state, called unused (Ou). This state will be

used to model that the operation is not in use, this can be due

to that some variant is not selected for a certain configuration

and thus should not be assembled either. For the example, the

precedence constraints expressed as preconditions can be seen

in Table ??. The precondition for operation O2 is that O1 should

be in the state of Of
1
, this express that for O2 to start, i.e. trans-

fer from state Oi
2

to Oe
2
, operation O1 need to be finished, i.e.

in state Of
1
. Now if you consider O3, the precondition for this

manufacturing operation is a bit more complex. Firstly, the pre-

condition states that O1 should be in state of Of
1
, i.e. O1 needs

to be completed before O3 can start. Secondly, the precondition

for O3 states that O4, O5, and O6 should be in their respective

finished states before O3 can start. In other words V5, V6, and

V7 need to be connected before you can drop the Cab V2.

The successful assembly of a product is when all the oper-

ations that are required for that particular product instance has

been successfully completed, i.e. they have reached the finished
state. Those operations that are not used, remain in the unused
state. However, since the number of possible product instances

are very high for complex products we have to avoid explicitly

enumerating all possible product instances and the correspond-

ing operations. In order to allow for one step analysis, for all

possible configurations, if all operations can be successfully fin-

ished we will introduce additional constraints that will be used

to set proper initial states on the operations depending on how

the product is configured. Each variant Vi is a boolean variable

that can be true/false depending on if that variant is selected or

not. Each state in operation Oi will also be represented by a

boolean variable that is defined accordingly. We will introduce

constraints that if a variant is used the initial state of the corre-

sponding is set to initial, if the variant is not used the operation

Table 4. Each operation state is a boolean variable that has to be initialised to a

value that depend on the current configuration. Assuming operation Ok should

be used if and only if variant Vk is selected in the configuration.

Operation state constraints

Oi
k ⇔ Vk: (initial state)

Oe
k ⇔ false: (executing state)

Of
k ⇔ false: (finished state)

Ou
k ⇔ NOT Vk: (unused state)

will start in state unused. Formally this can be expressed using

the constraints in table ??.

To summarize the models for the example we have con-

straints on the variants, expressed in Table ?? and ??. However,

we do also have precedence constraints between the operations

that are found in Table ??. The connection between the variants

and the required operations is straightforward, i.e. each variant

is supported by a corresponding operation. The initial state of

the operations are defined as shown in Table ??.

Consider now the previously mentioned Configuration 3

which was said to be a valid configuration. Considering this

configuration the set of manufacturing operations which are

needed for this configuration are as follows:

Manufacturing operations needed for configuration 3 :

{O1,O3,O4,O6,O7} (1)

Now according to the preconditions of O3 this set of man-

ufacturing operations can’t be completed. This is because, as

mentioned before, the precondition of O3 states that O4, O5,

and O6 need to be finished before O3 can start. But in the case

of Configuration 3 there will be a problem with O5. The prob-

lem is that because V5 has not been picked, hence O5 will be in

the state of Ou
5

while it should be in the state of Of
5

in order for

O3 to start. Hence it can be seen that although Configuration 3

was valid according to the constraints stated in tables ?? and

?? but it is not possible to successfully finish all the operations

while obeying the precedence constraints in Table ??. This is

important knowledge for both a product designer and a product

preparation engineer, because either the configuration should

not be allowed or the operation precedence constraints should

be changed. In an industrial setting we will have thousands

of different variants, tens of thousands of configurations rules

and thousands of operations. The industrial problem is further

complicated because operations themselves have constraints on

manufacturing resources that are necessary and also that opera-

tions have to be balanced between stations in order to achieve a

desired cycle-time. To conclude the product designers and mar-

keting people that work and update the configuration rules will

have weak understanding of manufacturing operations and their

requirements. On the other hand the product preparation engi-

neers that update that develop the operation precedence con-

straints will not be in control of the product configuration con-

straints. However, as we saw in the example the two set of

constraints affect each other. To the authors best knowledge it

is unknown how to use computational techniques to efficiently

analyse the consequences of for these situations.
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Table 3. Assembly operations and the corresponding precedence constraints expressed using preconditions for the product platform in Table ??.

ID Description Precondition

O1 Drop frame rigid on automatic guided vehicle No precondition

O2 Cab V1 drop O1 is in state of Of
1

O3 Day cab drop O1 is in state of Of
1

AND O4 is in state of Of
4

AND O5 is in state of Of
5

AND O6 is in state of Of
6

O4 Connect lower light bar O2 is in state of Of
2

O5 Connect head lamp protector O2 is in state of Of
2

O6 Connect wind deflectors O3 is in state of Of
3

O7 Install load indicator O2 is in state of Of
2

O8 Install AI clock O3 is in state of Of
3

2.1. Bounded Model Checking

Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [? ], use SAT- and SMT-

solvers for industrial property-based system verification. In

general model checking, automatic techniques are used to ver-

ify if an implementation of a system satisfies system proper-

ties which are specified in logic. The answer to this verifica-

tion can be ”yes”, indicating that the property holds, or ”no”,

which will result in a counter-example for which the property

does not hold. BMC is a way to implement model checking by

taking advantage of SAT/SMT-solvers efficiency and to explore

that state space iteratively for an increasing number of transi-

tions. Both SAT- and SMT-solvers can be used to implement

Bounded Model Checking algorithms. The main advantage of

SMT-solvers is a more expressive modelling language allowing

more general constraints, for example several SMT-solvers has

the ability to reason about real-numbers. While SAT-solvers re-

quire the modelled to only be defined over boolean variables

and the formula to be checked has to be in conjunctive nor-

mal form (CNF). Internally SMT-solvers typically use a SAT-

solvers to solve relaxed problems. However, both SAT- and

SMT-solvers has the ability to solve problems of large size and

with high complexity. Safety properties are straightforward to

encode using SAT/SMT-solvers, but different extensions to also

handle liveness properties has been published, see for example

[? ] that allow the use of properties expressed using linear tem-

poral logic.

In order to model the system for property-based system veri-

fication in the BMC framework we will divide the model of the

system into three parts, firstly the initial states and secondly the

transitions between the states, and finally the property P

• I: is a formula that is true for the initial states (S 0) of the

system.

• T (si, s j): represents the transitions of the system, which

relation is true if and only if the system can make a transi-

tion between state si and state s j.

• P: represents a property to that we would like to hold for

all states.

Using these variables and in order to check whether or not

there exist a counter-example of length n or smaller, the follow-

ing formula can be used (∧ is a conjunction, ∨ is a disjunction,

and negation is expressed by a bar over the expression):

I ∧ T (s0, s1) ∧ . . . ∧ T (sn−1, sn) ∧ P (2)

Hence any satisfying assignment to the formula above repre-

sents a counter-example to the stated property.

The first effect of variability on equation ?? is seen in the

formulation of the initial state I(s0), since the product is config-

urable the system might start in different initial states depending

on how the truck is configured. A brute force algorithm would

be to do the analysis in [? ] for all possible initial states. For

complex products like trucks this is not tractable because the

number of possible configure is very large. Thus, we will in-

clude the configuration problem including the constraints into

the problem formulation.

In the initial state of a system with variability two important

parts need to be defined. Firstly, all information on the differ-

ent variation groups and variants need to be defined. Secondly,

the configuration rules which state specific rules among variant

groups and variants of the model also need to be defined in the

initial set. All valid product instances need to satisfy all the

stated configuration rules.

The second part of equation ?? which is affected by vari-

ability is the definition of the operation set. As previously men-

tioned each component of a product will need a series of defined

operations for the assembly of the component. Hence as a re-

sult of different variations of product components, namely the

defined variants, there will be different sets of operations which

can be performed according to the variant which is chosen for a

product. So instead of a fixed sequence of operations there will

be different variations of operations which can be performed.

3. Effect of variability on engineering documents

The effect of variability can be seen in the structure of engi-

neering documents which are needed to document product fam-

ilies. Some of the most important examples of these engineer-

ing documents include ”engineering Bill of Material” (eBOM),

”manufacturing Bill of Material” (mBOM), and ”manufactur-

ing Bill of Process” (mBOP). In this paper eBOM and mBOM

refer to documents which explain the structure of the overall

product family, hence differ from eBOM and mBOM which are

based on individual single product. To make this distinction be-

tween these two types of eBOM and mBOM we will refer to

our version of the eBOM and mBOM (containing the structure

of the overall product family) as ”master eBOM” and ”master

mBOM”. The master eBOM and master mBOM both contain

the structure of variant groups and variants which are contained

in a product family but from different viewpoints. The mas-

ter eBOM contains the variant and variant groups from a func-
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tional view point, while in master mBOM contains the variant

group and variants from a manufacturing viewpoint. As an ex-

ample consider the truck cabin, in the master eBOM this variant

might have with it some smaller variants which are assembled

together to build the cabin like doors and chairs. But when you

look at the cabin variant in the master mBOM as this variant is

in the assembly line as one single variant hence in the master

mBOM will also be one single variant of Cabin. Valid prod-

uct configurations are generated from the master mBOM and

the list of configuration rules. Normally in industrial cases the

number of valid configurations is extremely high (in some cases

around 10100), making it impossible to create these valid con-

figurations manually. Hence with the automatic analysis of the

master mBOM and corresponding configurations rules the valid

configurations can be created. These valid configurations are a

part of the resulting mBOP. In the mBOP for each valid config-

uration the list of chosen variant can be seen. Another impor-

tant part of the mBOP is the series of manufacturing operations

which are needed to assemble each of the valid configurations.

4. System implementation

In this section we will show how to model and analyze a

sample product family. The modeling of a product family has

previously been shown in [? ]. Formula 7 to 12 are updated

formulas from the previous work. We will not go into the mod-

eling details of the system and refer the reader to [? ], but we

will give a summary of formulas which are used to model the

product family.

System model:

I(s0) ∧ T (s0, s1) ∧ . . . ∧ T (sn−1, sn) ∧ P (3)

Initial system state:

A ≡
∧

i∈{1...|VG|}
Ai. (4)

B ≡
∧

i∈{1...|R|}
Ri. (5)

C ≡
∧

∀ j∈{1...|V |}
(Oi

j,0 ⇔ Vj) ∧ Oe
j,0 ∧ Of

j,0 ∧ (Ou
j,0 ⇔ Vj). (6)

System transitions:

Oi
k, j ∧ Prek, j ⇒ Oe

k, j+1 (7)

Oi
k, j ∧ Prek, j ⇒ (Oi

k, j ⇔ Oi
k, j+1) (8)

Oi
k, j ⊕ Oe

k, j ⊕ Of
k, j ⊕ Ou

k, j = 1∀ j (9)

Oe
i ⇒ Of

i+1
(10)

Ou
k, j ⇔ Ou

k, j+1 (11)

Of
k, j ⇒ Of

k, j+1
(12)

∧

∀k,k′ s.t. k<k′
(Oi

k, j ∧ Oi
k, j+1

) ∧ (Oi
k′, j ∧ Oi

k′, j+1
). (13)

System targets:

Pj
1
≡
∧

∀k∈{1...|V |}
(Of

k, j ∨ Ou
k, j) (14)

Pj
2
≡
∨

∀k∈{1...|V |}
((Oi

k, j ∧ Prek, j) ∨ Oe
k, j) (15)

Pj ≡ Pj
1
⇒ Pj

2
. (16)

Fig. 1. master mBOM of the introductory example

Fig. 2. Automatically created mBOP

Before the master eBOM and master mBOM can be created

or updated, some initial information are needed by the system.

These initial information includes, list of manufacturing oper-

ations (including potential preconditions among manufacturing

operations), and variant groups and variants (including the list

of manufacturing operations which are needed for the assembly

of the corresponding variant). It is using this initial information

that the master mBOM can be analyzed and the mBOP can be
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Fig. 3. Automatically created mBOP

created. By analyzing the master mBOM the system can ensure

that the manufacturing operations which are needed for each

valid product can be executed. The meaning of the analysis re-

sult depends on the goal which is defined for this analysis. The

primary goal which is defined in ?? is looking for operation se-

quences which can’t be completed. Hence if the result of the

analysis is ”UNSAT” it means that all operation sequences are

safe and can be executed. On the other hand a ”SAT” result will

give a counter example which is an operation sequence which

can’t be completely executed. The goal of the model can be de-

fined in a way to reach all valid configurations which fulfil the

given configuration rules.

Examples of master mBOM and mBOP showing the previ-

ously defined introductory example are shown in Figure ??, ??,

and ??. As it can be seen from Figure ?? the structure of the

master mBOM is defined as it was specified in the introductory

example. The master mBOM also includes a list of configura-

tion rules using simplified normal sentences which can be bet-

ter understood by the user. From the given master mBOM and

the initial information which is specified, including definition

of manufacturing operations and assembly stations, all possi-

ble valid configurations are calculated. Two of the calculated

valid configurations are shown in Figures ?? and ??. The valid

configurations include two parts, firstly the variants which have

been selected for this configuration are shown in the context of

the mBOM for this specific product instance. Secondly, for this

product instance the list of manufacturing operations which are

needed for the assembly of this product is given in the mBOP

part. This list is dependent on what manufacturing operations

are needed for the assembly of each chosen variant. The main

advantage of this method is the automatic creation of valid con-

figurations which will enable the engineers to adjust the master

mBOM information and see the immediate effect this change

has on the list on valid configurations.

The presented model is currently implemented using a Z3

SMT solver. Initial results of this implementation will be pre-

sented in future work.

5. Summary

In this paper it is shown how variability effects product de-

sign and manufacturing process. In the design of the product

engineering documents, i.e. master eBOM, master mBOM and

mBOP, are effected by variability. A method is proposed to

model the variability with in a product platform which can use

initial information and the master eBOM and master mBOM to

model the product platform. Detailed formulas for this mod-

elling are given in previous work. Using this model and a

SAT/SMT solver it is shown how to analyse the model to ex-

amine if all operation sequences are executable. Unsatisfiable

analysis result will show operation sequences which can not

fulfil the given constraints in the model. It is also shown how

the model can also be used to create the valid configurations of

the given product platform.
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